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Are you looking for ways to make it easier to enable access for external users like parents, research collaborators, incoming students, and alumni? Are you
interested in exploring the use of external identities, such as those provided by Google, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and WindowsLive? The Cirrus Identity
Gateway Service, now in production, may be your solution. The authentication gateway enables access with external identities and includes the Cirrus
Console for easy integration of your service providers with the gateway.
Join us for this InCommon Affiliate webinar to learn more about the Cirrus Gateway Service and to hear about use cases at early adopter campuses Brown
University and Penn State.
Presenters:
Dedra Chamberlin, CEO, Cirrus Identity
Lucas Rockwell, CTO, Cirrus Identity

Phone Back-up
Audio will be available via Adobe Connect. There is a dial-in back-up:
734-615-7474, or 866-411-0013
PIN: 0105266#

About Cirrus Identity
Cirrus Identity offers cloud-hosted, user-friendly identity solutions that enable campuses to expand access and enhance collaboration.Their initial product,
the Cirrus Gateway, enables campuses to quickly and easily grant access to parents, alumni, incoming students, research collaborators and more using
social identities such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Cirrus Gateway services are offered on a subscription basis for an entire campus
(enterprise) or an individual Service Provider (business). For more information, please visit http://cirrusidentity.com.

About the InCommon Affiliate Webinar Series
InCommon Affiliates offer software, support, integration, and consulting related to identity and access management, and other trust services. This webinar
series provides an opportunity for affiliates to share ideas and solutions with the community. You can learn more about the affiliates at www.incommon.org
/affiliates.

